New e-Book Brings Professional PhotoIllustration Effects to Every
Photographer
Make Ordinary Photos Good and Good Photos Great with Hundreds of Visual
Effects from Peter iNova, a Leading Author in Digital Imagery eBooks and
Software
LOS ANGELES, Calif., April 7 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — A new interactive
publication brings great flexibility to every photographer using Adobe
Photoshop 7 through CS3 running on Windows or Mac. The just-released eBook
includes literally hundreds of new, productive and exotic treatments,
effects, transformations and conversions of almost any digital image. The
work is “Lights…Digital Camera…ACTIONS!” (ISBN: 1-882383-39-7) by Peter
iNova, and is the first digital photography eBook available on a USB Flash
drive.

With 248 pages of tips, tricks, insights and innovations, the book is for all
levels of digital photographer. It is truly interactive, with nearly every
page offering a working visual example or multi-level image of the Actions.
Most important, the book contains more than 600 Actions ready to be loaded

into Photoshop 7 through CS3, enabling users to take their photos immediately
into new heights of artistic delight. Each Action is explained in an easy-toread, step-by-step presentation.
Ideal for amateur or pro photographers using digital cameras from 6 to 12+
megapixels, “Lights…Digital Camera…ACTIONS!” lets users quickly convert any
image into convincing oil paintings, airbrush art, watercolors, wood block
prints, graphic cartoons and outrageous abstracts.
Many of the Actions create photographic results previously available only
with glass filters during exposure. Cross star and halo filters, grad
filters, infrared effects and polarized sky effects are all just a button
click away.
“Some of the Actions change your photographic images into remarkable display
treatments for printing or photo-illustration,” iNova said. “Others treat the
image in ways that have never before been possible. Early adopters tell me
that this product has brought new life to images they’ve had in their
libraries for years.” The book is unique and it enables you to create images
that are unique.
Book Orders:
Purchase any of Peter iNova’s books at www.gmbooks.com or call 310-475-2988.
Summary:
“Lights…Digital Camera…ACTIONS!”
by Peter iNova
ISBN: 1-882383-39-7
GM Books
248 pages
Includes 600+ Actions
CD: $64
USB Drive: $69
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